Characteristics of the Ca2+ spike and oscillations induced by different doses of thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) in individual pituitary cells and nonexcitable cells transfected with TRH receptor complementary deoxyribonucleic acid.
The Ca2+ response of individual cells to TRH was investigated in excitable pituitary GH3 and in nonexcitable Hela cells transfected with the TRH receptor complementary DNA (HelaR cells). GH3 cells typically responded to 1 microM TRH with an immediate transient [Ca2+]i spike (mean peak [Ca2+]i = 1.5 microM) followed by a period of inactivity of approximately 100 sec long and then a secondary increase in [Ca2+]i with oscillations. At 10-100 nM TRH, the initial [Ca2+]i spike was more prolonged and immediately followed by a sustained elevation of [Ca2+]i. At 0.5-1 nM TRH, there was a variable lag before any response; the initial [Ca2+]i spike was absent or small, but the sustained phase was still present. The second phase of elevated [Ca2+]i, which could be eliminated with nimodipine or chelation of extracellular Ca2+, gave a bell-shaped TRH dose response curve. The effect of TRH on Ca2+ oscillations depended both on TRH concentration and the basal oscillation frequency. HelaR cells responded to 1 microM TRH with a rapid [Ca2+]i spike, and at less than or equal to 10 nM TRH, up to 50% of HelaR cells displayed agonist-induced sinusoidal [Ca2+]i oscillations independent of extracellular Ca2+. TRH never caused a sustained elevation of [Ca2+]i in HelaR cells. For GH3 and HelaR cells, the peak [Ca2+]i response increased with TRH concentration up to 1 microM. In contrast, the duration of the initial [Ca2+]i spike was shorter at higher TRH concentrations, decreasing from 16 to 6.3 s (GH3) or 92 to 35 s (HelaR) between 0.5 nM and 1 microM TRH. This shortening of the spike duration was caused by rapid clearing of cytoplasmic Ca2+ that depended primarily on agonist concentration. In summary, TRH stimulates a complex [Ca2+]i response pattern dependent upon both the agonist concentration and cell context. The initial burst of Ca2+ is cleared in part by agonist dependent Ca2+ clearing.